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Chamo 
 

ID Netsuite 
(or TSR) 

Class Release Note 

CHM-6405 16954525 Bug A problem sometimes occurred when you attempted to sort items listed 
on the Item Details screen by location. If you had translated library 
location names (by editing string translations in the Chamo language 
file), the software failed to sort based on the translated location names. 
This problem occurred when both the "Use location ID when sorting 
location columns" and "By default, sort copies by status, then location" 
administrative settings were disabled. This is fixed in Chamo 3.2 SP3. 
When you sort by location on the Item Details screen (and on other 
screens in Chamo), the software sorts based on the translated location 
names. 

CHM-6384  Bug When Chamo built index batches for Solr, it did not attempt to discard 
duplicate records. Under certain circumstances, this could lead to many 
duplicate entries being added to the index_queue database table for a 
single bibliographic record, which could potentially cause memory 
errors during indexing. This is fixed in Chamo 3.2 SP3. 

CHM-6400 16631246 Bug When you modified a request's expiration date in Chamo, the software 
would assign a time of "00:00:00" to the new expiration date. This is 
fixed in Chamo 3.2 SP3. The software now sets the time associated 
with the new expiration date to the library's closing time on the day the 
request expires. If you modify a request but do not adjust the expiration 
date, the time associated with the expiration date remains unchanged. 

CHM-6378  Bug When you performed a SOLR query, certain patron record fields were 
not retrieved in a consistent order. The problem affected patron name 
and address data. This is fixed in Chamo 3.2 SP3. 

 


